Is the future of agriculture perennial? Imperatives and opportunities to reinvent agriculture by shifting from annual monocultures to perennial polycultures
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Non-technical summary. Modern agriculture is associated with numerous environmental predicaments, such as land degradation, water pollution, and greenhouse gas emission. Socio-economically, it is characterized by a treadmill of technological change, increased mechanization, and economic consolidation, while depressing economic returns to farmers. A root cause is the dominance of annual plants cultivated in monocultures. Annual crops require the yearly clearing of vegetation resulting in soil erosion and other forms of ecosystem degradation. Monocultures are susceptible to agricultural pests and weeds. By contrast, perennial polycultures informed by natural ecosystems, promise more sustainable agroecosystems with the potential to also revitalize the economic foundation of farming and hence rural societies.

Technical summary. Ten thousand years ago, humans begun domesticking wild annual plants to create the cereals and pulses that provide the mainstay of our food. The choice to domesticate annuals initiated the expansion of a novel and ecologically simple food-producing ecosystem, dependent on frequent and intense soil disturbances. Here we discuss the ecological, social, and economic consequences of annual grain agriculture. In converting natural perennial ecosystems to annual crop monocultures for the provisioning of food, the ecosystems services of soil formation, nutrient retention, organic matter storage, pest suppression and others have been converted into the disservices of soil erosion, nutrient contamination, loss of organic carbon, and reliance on toxic agrochemicals. These processes are accelerated by increasing economic consolidation in agricultural industries and the relentless pursuit of economic efficiency, which has not only carried major consequences for the environment but also for the social fabric of rural societies. But a different agriculture is possible. We now have the technical capacity and ecological understanding to reinvent agriculture, so that it captures the key features of perenniality and diversity that characterize natural terrestrial ecosystems. Such a reinvention would also challenge the social and economic relations that uphold the current industrial model of agriculture.

1. Introduction

It is well-known that modern agriculture has far-reaching implications for sustainability. Despite being the foundation for life, the current state of agricultural soils and the ecosystems they are part of is one of degradation, depletion and pollution. Whereas natural ecosystems such as grasslands and forests provide taken-for-granted ecosystem services in the form of species diversity, soil protection, carbon storage and water purification, the frequent tillage of soils and a lack of vegetation cover for prolonged periods of time are associated with extensive soil erosion, soil carbon loss and nutrient runoff into ground and surface waters. These detrimental outcomes of row crop agriculture are increasingly characterized as forms of ecosystem disservices [1] that are the inevitable result of converting natural ecosystems to annual, monoculture croplands.

Agriculture’s most fundamental problems can be traced back to its origins some 10,000 years ago, when humans began to replace diverse ecosystems dominated by perennial plants with simplified ecosystems that required frequent disturbance [2]. However, the rate of degradation and depletion has increased rapidly as a consequence of the intensive, mechanized and agrochemical-dependent farming practices of the past decades [3–5]. Though it would be wrong to characterize traditional agricultural systems as necessarily sustainable, they were, as Smil points out, fully renewable energetically in the sense that they were “powered by the photosynthetic conversion of solar radiation [which] produced food for people, feed for animals, recycled wastes for the replenishment of soil fertility, and fuels for smelting the metals.
needed to make simple farm tools” [6]. It was a thermodynamic necessity that more food calories were produced on farms than farmers invested in growing the food [7]. The rapid industrialization of Europe in the 19th and 20th century, fueled by coal and then oil, marked an abrupt end to this energy logic. It set in motion a steady transition from a solar to a fossil fuel economy [6,8], that has fundamentally transformed agriculture. Today, humans have figured out how to address virtually every ecological limiting factor to crop growth – nutrients, water, insect herbivory, weed competition, disease – with fossil fuels [9]. Of the energy required to ‘farm’ a typical acre of maize in the USA today, 99.95% of the calories used originate from fossil fuels [9]. It is not uncommon today in industrialized cropping systems to expend four times the fossil fuel calories growing food such as tomatoes, than what the food itself contains [9].

It is hard to overstimate the implications of this energy revolution for agriculture. As fossil fuels came to power agricultural processes, the interlinked social and ecological processes that had underpinned farming for thousands of years underwent dramatic changes. One gallon (3.79 l) of gasoline can deliver the ‘work’ energy equivalent of 100 hours of human labour, or approximately 2.3 weeks of work at eight hours per day [9]. The economics of this comparison help explain the extent to which fossil fuels have been substituted for human and animal labour in industrial agricultural systems. It also helps to explain the dramatic landscape changes that industrial farming has made possible, the increases in field sizes and concomitant reductions in hedgerows and biodiversity, the trend towards monoculture cropping and the consolidation of farms into ever fewer hands [10,11]. These combined social and ecological processes can be directly linked to the ecosystem disservices that we explore in more detail below. The energetic opportunities provided by fossil energy, together with the reduction in agroecological complexity and diversity that mechanization required, is one of the underlying drivers behind the rate at which natural ecosystems have been degraded and polluted, and topsoils have been lost.

A wide range of solutions have been tested in order to ‘fix’ the problems of industrial agriculture. In spite of the tremendous financial and human resources expended, however, the environmental challenges described above remain, and in some cases have become even more troublesome [12]. In response to this, a number of researchers have been exploring more radical solutions such as designing agroecosystems that more closely resemble the diverse natural ecosystems that preceded the cultivation of annual crops [13]. Here we specifically explore the research effort to mimic functional aspects of natural grasslands in the development of sustainable grain agroecosystems [14]. Two of the research areas deemed most critical to facilitate this are the breeding of perennial grain crops, and the management of higher diversity cropping arrangements. Naturally occurring plant communities, whether forests, prairies, deserts, savannahs, or tundra, are almost universally dominated by diverse perennial species. Perennials provide year-round soil coverage and large carbon inputs from roots and decaying plant material, two characteristics that are believed to be the foundation for many of the ecosystem functions that these plant communities provide. While aspects of a ‘natural systems agriculture’ are not new – indeed the cultivation of higher crop diversity including cover crops has been and remains common in some farming systems – it has been largely forgotten in industrialized agriculture as mechanization and chemical inputs made it possible and economically advantageous to grow large stands of individual crop species.

This article reviews the case for the development of diverse and perennial agroecological systems. It does this by following Erik Olin Wright’s three-stepped framework for ‘envisioning real utopias’ [15], of which we think our focus here is a good example. Hence, we first formulate a theoretically informed and systematic critique of the existing agroecosystem by summarizing the most important ecosystem services that were sustained by ecosystems that preceded agriculture, and then explore how these services turned into disservices with the conversion of natural ecosystems to croplands. Secondly, we envision alternatives by discussing how a new agriculture, informed by the structure and function of natural grasslands, has the potential to resolve the tradeoff between the provisioning of food and other critical ecosystem services (Figure 1). Such alternatives must be desirable, viable, and achievable [16]. This section also gives a brief state-of-play of ongoing research in this field. Thirdly, we provide some thoughts on the process of transformation by elaborating the potential barriers to the envisioned alternative we propose, and how these can be overcome.

2. The many problems of agriculture

2.1. Soil formation and erosion

Soils are typically made up of approximately 1–10% organic matter (of which ~58% is carbon), 50% mineral matter (sand, silt or clay), and the rest is pore space that is either occupied by water or air [17]. And while they constitute a small percentage of soil mass, the millions of species of bacteria, fungi, nematodes, earthworms, protozoa and other groups that make up the soil organisational community are increasingly recognized as key participants and in some cases primary drivers of ecosystem processes [18,19]. Soils form slowly from the vantage of a human lifetime, but there is variation in rates of formation depending on the climate, parent material (e.g. rock or sediment), topography and vegetation of particular geographic settings [20]. Montgomery estimated the net global median rate of soil formation to be 0.004 mm per year [21].

Perennial vegetation plays a key role in soil formation, as it protects against erosion throughout the year, and it allocates a considerable amount of carbon to roots, which subsequently contributes to the formation of soil organic matter (SOM) [22]. Almost all terrestrial or land-based ecosystems become dominated by perennial plants because once perennials are able to establish as seedlings, they have an inherent advantage over annual plants at the beginning of a growing season. Since annual plants have to re-start their growth cycle from a relatively small seed every year, they are vulnerable to being out-competed for sunlight or soil resources, such as water, by already established perennial plants that emerge quickly from dormancy at the end of winter, or a dry season [23]. Annuals only persist as the dominant vegetation type past a few years in ecosystems that experience frequent, extreme disturbance, such as annual flooding along large rivers, or landslides. There are a few exceptions in Mediterranean environments, such as the California grasslands in parts of the Sierra foothills that were converted from perennial to annual vegetation through livestock grazing and fire (such ecosystems still feature woody perennial species) [24]. These annual grasslands appear to have been losing organic matter steadily since conversion, representing a backwards trajectory in soil development [25].

Interestingly, perennials do not come to dominate ecosystems because they facilitate soil development – a process that happens.
over very long spans of time – but because they out-compete annuals [23]. And yet without perennials, it is arguable that soils would not develop in the first place, at least nothing close to the depth and organic enrichment of the soil profiles that exist today. Soil erosion can be viewed as an ecosystem disservice that replaced the ecosystem service of soil formation when croplands replaced grasslands and other natural ecosystems around the planet. When protective perennial vegetation is removed to make way for agriculture, the soil is exposed to wind, rain, and the effects of gravity for weeks and even months every year [26]. Soil is even vulnerable to erosion for weeks after a crop has been sowed, until the young crop canopy closes [27].

The degradation of soils is arguably the greatest ecosystem disservice that has resulted from the conversion of natural ecosystems to annual crop agriculture. In contrast to the 0.004 mm global median rate of soil formation, Montgomery estimated that the net global median rate of soil loss in tilled agriculture is 1.52 mm per year, and 0.065 mm per year in no-till agriculture [21]. These rates of soil loss are 360 and 16 times the rate of soil formation, respectively. It is evident that annual crops exploit rather than build on the soil capital that developed under the perennial-dominated natural ecosystems that preceded agriculture.

The threats of soil erosion and land degradation have been a problem ever since the beginning of agriculture. Indeed, the Fertile Crescent, where wheat was first domesticated in Mesopotamia, has in many places been transformed by agriculture into a wasteland [26]. Soil degradation contributed to civilization decline in the Indus Valley, Greece, Italy, China and parts of Mesoamerica [26,28]. And the problem continues today. According to one calculation, 24 billion tons of soil are lost annually around the world – several tons for each person on the planet [28]. In 2015, a pan-European inventory of soil loss reported that farmland, managed forests and semi-natural areas were losing on average 2.5 tons of soil ha⁻¹ yr⁻¹, while about 4 million ha of European cropland was losing more than 5 tons ha⁻¹ yr⁻¹ [29]. Also in 2015, a team of 200 soil scientists from 60 countries working with the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) to assess the condition of soils around the globe concluded “while there is cause for optimism in some regions, the overwhelming conclusion from the regional assessments is that the majority of the world’s soil resources are in only fair, poor or very poor condition. The most significant threats to soil function at the global scale are soil erosion, loss of soil organic carbon and nutrient imbalance. The current outlook is for this situation to worsen unless concerted actions are taken by individuals, the private sector, governments and international organizations” [30].

### 2.2. Soil organic matter loss from tillage

Soil erosion is the most destructive form of soil degradation that results from the conversion of natural ecosystems to croplands [31], but even when soil particles are not physically removed by wind or water, soils can lose a key component of what makes them productive: organic matter. SOM is an umbrella term for a wide range of substrates that form in the decomposition process of plants, animals and soil microbes [17]. SOM is not a static property of soil, but rather reflects a dynamic equilibrium between inputs of new organic compounds from plants, originating from photosynthesis, and losses of organic matter from soil microbes metabolizing organic matter and respiring CO₂ to the atmosphere [2].

When ecosystems are converted to croplands, this dynamic equilibrium between organic matter inputs and losses is dramatically altered, resulting in substantial declines in overall SOM stocks [32]. Soil scientists recognize that plant roots represent the most important avenue by which new organic matter enters a soil profile [33]. Senesced plant parts such as leaves and wood that accumulate on the soil surface also contribute to SOM, but less of those materials persist by becoming incorporated into soil aggregates. Perennial grasses and forbs, such as those that
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**Fig. 1.** The evolution of ecosystem services and disservices in agriculture [14].
make up native grasslands, allocate anywhere from 50–67% of fixed carbon in root or root-like tissues belowground [34]. In addition, most plants host networks of mycorrhizal fungi that act in some ways as filamentous root extensions, helping plants to explore larger soil volumes to scavenge nutrients, among other functions [35]. It is these combined processes that gradually build the dark surface or ‘A’ horizon that commonly characterizes grassland and forest soils (Figure 2) [36]. By contrast, annual species, including crops such as wheat, corn and sunflowers, allocate on the order of 15–30% of their productivity belowground [37]. The reduction in root-associated organic matter that occurs in the transition from perennial vegetation to annual crops is one reason why SOM declines with agriculture [22].

Another reason SOM declines is that outputs or losses of organic matter increase when natural ecosystems are converted to annual croplands. In undisturbed soils, organic matter is stabilized inside naturally forming soil clods or aggregates [38]. Soil scientists believe that this stabilization occurs in part because microbes have a difficult time accessing SOM when it is bound between slightly charged clay particles in the middle of aggregates [38]. A glue-like protein called glomalin, produced by mycorrhizal fungi, is also thought to play an important role in stabilizing soil aggregates [39]. When soils are plowed, mycorrhizal fungi are degraded, and the aggregates containing physically protected organic matter are broken open, exposing the SOM to microbial attack [38]. This enhancement of microbial activity happens every time a soil is tilled until 20–70% of the SOM accumulated under native vegetation has been lost, at which time a new reduced SOM steady state is established [32,40].

The conversion of tall, medium and short grass prairies to croplands that took place across the Great Plains, USA, at the turn of the 20th century by itself resulted in release of approximately 5 Pg of carbon, similar to the emissions from deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon rainforest [41]. Sanderman et al. estimate that since humans first started farming, cropland soils globally have lost a total of approximately 35 Pg of carbon to the atmosphere, with the rate of loss increasing dramatically in the last 200 years [5]. This value, which equates to approximately 3–4 years of current anthropogenic CO₂ emissions from fossil fuels and cement [42], is a defensible but high-end approximation of how much carbon cropland soils might ultimately re-accumulate over decades if perennial vegetation were re-established. Enhancing the uptake of carbon in vegetation and soils is increasingly promoted as a necessary (and low-cost) strategy to help mitigate climate change [43].

2.3. How soil organisms respond to disturbance

SOM consists mainly of plant and microbial tissues in various stages of decomposition, but typically 1–4% is made up of a living soil food web featuring bacteria, fungi, and other organisms that play a wide range of important ecosystem functions [44]. Advances in molecular techniques, such as DNA fingerprinting and next generation sequencing, have helped facilitate greater insight into the nature of microbial diversity in soils. However, ecologists are still in the early stages of being able to link many microbial taxa with specific functions [45]. Multiple studies have documented marked shifts in soil organisinal communities when native ecosystems are converted to row crop agriculture [46–49]. These differences are attributed to several factors associated with agricultural conversion, including the quantity and quality of plant inputs and loss of SOM, the physical disturbance associated with tillage, and alterations of resources such as nitrogen, phosphorus and water. While these changes unambiguously impact the soil food web, the functional implications of these community differences are just beginning to be appreciated. For example, comparing soil nematode communities under annual crop rotations with those of intact native grasslands, Culman and colleagues found significantly greater parasitic trophic groups in the agroecosystem, and greater N-mineralizing plant associate groups in the grassland [47].

Mycorrhizal fungi are a noteworthy category of soil organisms that are clearly affected by ecosystem conversion to agriculture [50]. Mycorrhizae form symbiotic relationships with most species of plants, and are often important, if not essential, for increasing nutrient availability, suppressing plant diseases, and building SOM [35]. Recent work sheds light on endophytic mycorrhizae having very different growth-promoting effects depending on successional status of the plant community being colonized [51]. For example, in studies of prairie species in central USA, Kozioł and colleagues found that perennial plants that dominate mature, later successional communities, exhibit much greater growth responses to mycorrhizal fungi than perennials that establish in recently disturbed soils [52].

2.4. Is chemical weed control a viable practice?

In the last 50 years, agronomists have devised ways to substitute chemical control of weeds for the traditional mechanical controls of plowing and disking. ‘No-till’ cropping involves carefully timed applications of herbicides to kill vegetation so that the soil remains intact with crop residues remaining on the surface [53]. The development and release of herbicide-tolerant crops in recent
decades has helped to increase adoption of these practices, especially in North and South America, and Australia [54]. By eliminating tillage, farmers not only greatly reduce erosion, but they also address one of the two ways in which the ecosystem disservice of SOM decline occurs [22]. No-till does not enhance microbial consumption of SOM, and thus many have suggested that some fraction of the carbon that was lost following initial cultivation should be recaptured once no-till practices are adopted [55]. Interestingly, evidence for such re-accumulation of SOM is equivocal, leading to strong disagreements in the academic literature regarding the role of no-till in rebuilding SOM [56].

With respect to soil health and protection, no-till cropping systems, especially when expanded to include diverse cover crops between plantings of commercial crops, may be the most sustainable way of raising grains at the present time. However, the method depends on applications of herbicides, which carry a range of human health and ecosystem hazards. In 2014, the World Health Organization released a study suggesting that the most commonly used herbicide in the world – glyphosate – is a potential carcinogen [57]. The findings were refuted by industry groups primarily based on results from the American Agricultural Health Study, even though the study noted that there was some evidence of increased risk among the highest exposed group [58,59]. While the issue has been debated back and forth in the scientific literature with contradictory conclusions, a cautious approach seems advisable [60]. Even if most studies suggest that herbicide impacts on soil function are minor and/or temporary [61], there are concerns about the involvement of soil nitrogen cycling [62], disruptions to earthworm ecology [63], and damage to mycorrhizae [64], and other soil micro-organisms [65]. Moreover, where it is widely used, the efficacy of glyphosate has declined as resistance to the herbicide has developed in over 40 weed species [66]. This has compelled the herbicide industry to develop crops that are tolerant of herbicide cocktails, which are expected to carry greater health risks than singular glyphosate applications [67] and further exacerbate resistance [68]. From a socio-economic point of view, the widespread use of pesticides may not improve the economic viability of farming (discussed further in Section 4).

2.5. Nutrient retention and loss

We have made the case thus far that natural ecosystems build soils, which includes SOM, whereas annual croplands commonly degrade or lose soils. More difficult to observe, but no less important is the well-developed capacity for natural ecosystems to retain critical nutrients for plant growth, and the tendency for annual croplands to lose them. In 1975, ecologists Peter Vitousek and William Reiners published what is now a classic paper in ecology titled ‘Ecosystem succession and nutrient retention: a hypothesis’ [69]. In this paper, the authors explain how highly disturbed ecosystems are predicted to leak prodigious quantities of nutrients, but when these same ecosystems are allowed to undergo ecosystem development over the course of succession, nutrients become much more highly regulated and tightly retained, resulting in very low leakage to adjacent lands, rivers or lakes. While Vitousek and Reiners were describing the effects of extreme natural disturbances such as landslides or catastrophic fires or floods, their model describes precisely what happens to ecosystem nutrient retention in annual croplands that are disturbed by tillage. Some have suggested that the annual grain crop ecosystem is the most disturbed ecosystem on the planet when areal extent, frequency and intensity of disturbance are considered together [2].

When natural ecosystems are converted to croplands, the ecosystem service of nutrient retention gives way to the disservice of nutrient loss and related excessive freshwater or marine algae growth, or eutrophication. Nitrogen and phosphorus commonly interact to control how much algae grows in lakes and rivers [70]. Phosphorus does not tend to move easily in soils, but it is commonly lost from landscapes via surface runoff [71]. Nitrogen, on the other hand, is readily carried in the form of nitrate in water that leaks through soils ultimately flowing into rivers and lakes [36]. Freshwater eutrophication does happen naturally in certain situations, but it has become extremely common, even the norm, for lakes and rivers in heavily fertilized agricultural regions to become eutrophic for extended periods in most summers [72].

Nitrogen, in the form of nitrate, not only plays a damaging role in stimulating algae growth in rivers and lakes, but also in coastal marine ecosystems. For example, in the Gulf of Mexico, a large dead zone forms every summer as a consequence of the Mississippi river delivering nitrate from upstream point and non-point sources [73,74]. The most important of these sources is fertilized agricultural fields that cannot retain nitrate because soils are left with few or no active roots for a majority of every year [75]. Productivity of algae increases in response to the added nutrients and then decomposition of dead algae also increases [74]. The organisms that decompose the algae consume the oxygen in the water, which causes other oxygen-breathing organisms (such as fish) to die [74]. There are more than 400 dead zones around the world with fertilizer loss being the most important driver [76].

2.6. Water infiltration and use

The capacity for native perennial ecosystems to retain nutrients in general and nitrate in particular is linked in part to their capacity to take up soil water in which the nutrients are dissolved [77]. Relative to row crop agriculture, natural ecosystems characteristically transpire a higher percentage of the precipitation they receive. Generally, this is attributable to high soil infiltration rates and soil water storage capacities, and greater recovery of stored water [78]. High infiltration occurs because aggregates and associated large pore spaces are able to develop in soils that go undisturbed though activities of soil fauna such as earthworms, and generations of root growth and die-back. Once infiltrated, soils can store large volumes of water. Deeply rooted perennial species have been shown to recover water deep in the soil profiles, in some cases up to several meters [79].

When natural ecosystems are converted to agriculture, the ensuing soil disturbance can drastically alter the hydrological flows in the ecosystem. Tillage can initially improve water infiltration rates, but in silt or clay-dominated soils, the destruction of soil aggregates and macro-pores results in compromised infiltration [80]. When water is prevented from infiltrating, it runs off, carrying dissolved nutrients and particulate matter. The absence of vegetation covering soils for long durations only exacerbates the potential for serious runoff events. But even in cases where runoff is limited, lack of plant cover translates into much greater evaporative losses than occurred under perennial cover. Major disruption of hydrological flows with annual agriculture was illustrated by Rockstrom [81] in a study that traced the fate of rainfall in what were considered water-limited dryland cropping systems.
in sub-Saharan Africa. He found that only 15–30% of precipitation was actually transpired by maize, with the remaining 70–85% leaving the agroecosystem via surface evaporation, runoff or leaching below the rooting zone (Figure 3)

In addition to disrupting hydrological flows, the conversion of natural ecosystems to row crop agriculture diminishes the capacity of soils to store and supply water to vegetation in two other ways: loss of SOM and loss of soil itself. As we described earlier, soils predictably lose between 20–70% of SOM in the decades following initial tillage. The capacity of soils to soak up and hold water is strongly influenced by organic matter contents [83,84]. Thus, for example, a silt-loam soil with 1% organic matter only holds about half of the water for future plant uptake compared to the same soil with 6% organic matter [83]. In the long run, the fact that mineral and organic components of soil are commonly eroded much faster than they are formed under annual crop cultivation, underscores the risk of permanent water storage reductions with agriculture.

### 2.7. Loss of biodiversity

In recent decades, consensus has grown around how biodiversity contributes to important ecosystem functions which undergird valued ecosystem services [85]. Generally speaking, more diverse ecosystems have been found to be more productive and stable [86,87]. There are many reasons for this relationship. A plant community with high species richness is more likely to also contain higher functional diversity, that is, groups of species with specific roles in the community [85,88] such as biological nitrogen fixation [89], or the ability to bring water from deep in a soil to the soil surface through hydraulic lift [90]. Diverse plant communities are more able to fully utilize biologically essential resources such as water, sunlight and nutrients because different plant species tend to have different resource requirements [86,91]. More diverse communities are also more likely to contain highly productive species. Why is it then that ecosystems are not commonly dominated by one or two highly productive species? In part, it is because the competitiveness of individual species varies with changing environmental conditions. Another explanation is that over time plant communities with low diversity tend to succumb to pathogens [92].

Diversity of plant species in ecosystems is thought by some to reflect historic pathogen pressures causing a few dominant, productive species to lose their competitive edge, thus allowing for colonization by other species [92]. Once established, diverse plant communities can function to regulate and suppress widespread epidemics of pathogens [86,93]. The ecosystem service of plant diversity suppressing soil pathogens is illustrated in an experiment by Schnitzer and colleagues (Figure 4) involving large pots filled with four soil treatments (direct from field, sterilized, sterilized + pathogens, and sterilized + beneficial fungi) and planted with one, five, ten or 15 different plant species [94]. When grown as single species, plants in sterilized soils achieved significantly greater productivity than plants grown in field soils or sterilized soils with pathogens added. This suggests that under conditions of low plant diversity, pathogens can have a large negative impact on productivity. However, pathogen suppression of plant growth declined as species diversity increased to where at maximum diversity, there was no pathogen suppression evident [94]. This result illustrates the possibility of reducing disease pressure on agricultural crops not through the application of toxic fungicides, but rather through the deployment of greater crop diversity.

Before the advent of industrialized agriculture, it was typical for farmers around the world to grow a high diversity of crop species, often in polycultures [95]. The agricultural biodiversity they maintained was usually much lower than the species richness of the natural ecosystem agriculture replaced, but nevertheless polycultures and rotations were the norm [96]. Crop diversity often consisted of several primary crops (such as the classic Mesoamerican corn, bean, squash polyculture), along with a multitude of minor crops planted in break-rows or gaps in fields [97]. Crop diversity was deployed in either time (rotations) or...
Diversity was also maintained as a primary tool to control disease and insect pests, as there were few chemical or biological options for pre-industrial farmers [7,97]. There have been numerous hypotheses proposed to explain why diversity may in some cases help regulate the reproduction and spread of pest organisms in natural and agricultural ecosystems. Three of those classic hypotheses are still widely considered today:

- Enemies hypothesis: vascular plant communities with higher diversity are more likely to provide continuous food and habitat resources that can sustain insect predator and parasitoid populations [98].
- Diversity–disease hypothesis: transmission rates of diseases are proportional to the abundance of the host. If higher plant richness leads to lower abundances of most plant species, then disease severity would decrease accordingly [99].
- Resource-concentration hypothesis: a disease or insect’s success in establishing and spreading is proportional to the patch size of the resource (e.g. crop plant) in time and space [100].

As agriculture industrialized in the twentieth century, the diversity of crops grown decreased at the field, farm and regional scales [101]. Mechanization favoured simple single-species cropping arrangements, and farmers shifted to relying on crops bred for resistance and on synthetic pesticides over diversity for crop protection [1]. Rotations with nitrogen fixing legume crops were replaced with continuous production of grains fertilized with nitrogen produced by the Haber-Bosch industrial synthesis of ammonia [102]. It is surprising to note that the increased use of pesticides since 1960 did not result in a corresponding decrease in crop losses to insect pests [103]. Indeed, Pimentel and colleagues reported that in spite of a ten-fold increase in insecticide use in the US between 1945 and 1989, the share of crop yield in the US lost to insects nearly doubled from 7 to 13% [104]. Recent studies on systemic pesticides confirm the limited benefit to farmers [105,106] and thereby further put in question the economic rationale for widespread pesticide application [107,108].

The substitution of crop diversity by chemicals to suppress agricultural pests resulted in what may be the most publicly acknowledged ecosystem disservice of industrial agriculture – pesticide poisonings. Most famously, Rachel Carson in her book ‘Silent spring’ chronicled how insecticides such as DDT could bio-accumulate through the food chain, resulting in health concerns and ecosystem impacts [109]. Many mark the birth of the environmental movement with the publication of Carson’s book [110].

Over the decades, the agrochemical industry has responded to public concerns by developing toxins that better target the pest species and do not persist as long in the environment [111]. However, the recent controversy around neonicotinoid insecticides and their effects on pollinators demonstrate how even with careful testing, the widespread application of toxins can easily lead to unpredictable and unacceptable ecosystem impacts [108,112,113]. The extent of this ongoing problem might be severely underestimated. A study by Hallmann et al. describes an alarming 75% decline in flying insect biomass over a 27-year period in selected protected areas in Germany [114]. While the causes of this remain unclear, the authors note that the combined processes of habitat loss and widespread pesticide use due to agricultural intensification are prime suspects. As with herbicides such as glyphosate, there are also concerns about the human health implications of insecticide use. Farmworkers and rural residents in particular are frequently exposed to dangerous levels of toxins [115]. Exposure can be especially problematic in less developed countries where warnings on imported pesticides may not be in the local language or regulations may not be enforced [116].

3. Perennial grain agriculture, a radical alternative?

We have so far summarized the different services that natural ecosystems provide and the disservices that arise when these ecosystems are converted to industrially cultivated croplands. In essence, this suggests that the current agricultural model delivers a problematic tradeoff between sustenance and sustainability that seems difficult to overcome within the predominant agricultural logic. In response to this, a number of researchers have suggested that natural ecosystems provide the best standard for evaluating the sustainability of agricultural ecosystems, and consequently also the best models for improving them (Figure 1). Specifically they have proposed that a more sustainable agricultural system will need to consist of mostly perennial species, and will need to be more diverse than is the case with present agroecosystems [2]. One of the most influential and charismatic voices in this debate is Wes Jackson, who in his 1980 book ‘New roots for agriculture’ proposed the creation of a new agriculture that is modelled after the prairie. By breeding perennial grain crops, including cereals, pulses and oilseeds, and by planting them in complementary arrangements, Jackson proposed that agriculture could be transformed from a soil degrading to a soil building activity [31]. This idea was by many considered utopian at that time, but continued research at The Land Institute in Salina, Kansas, since Jackson’s book, has shown that it is achievable and similar research is now undertaken at many universities and research institutions around the world (Figure 5).

One of the greatest impediments to this vision, of course, is the lack of perennial grain crops. Almost all cereals and legumes consumed today are annuals, as are many oilseed crops such as soy, canola and sunflower. The reasons for this are several and partly have to do with the nature and limitations of the Neolithic plant domestication process [117]. Today however, given the robust plant breeding theory and methodologies developed over the last century, and recent leaps in molecular analyses, genomics and bioinformatics to help guide the breeding process, the idea of re-inventing or converting crops to be perennial is within reach. Based on progress that has been achieved in recent years on several perennial proto-crops, this is likely a matter of decades as opposed to the centuries that were required to create our current annual food crops. Researchers have for example had considerable success with the development of the new perennial wheat relative Kernza*, which is domesticated from the wild perennial wheatgrass (Thinopyrum intermedium), and the sunflower relative Silphium integrifolium [118,119]. These two crops are being developed by Land Institute researchers along with colleagues at numerous other institutions [120]. In addition, researchers are also pursuing crosses between existing annual grains with a wild perennial relative. When successful, after generations of selection and inter-mating, these ‘wide hybrid crosses’ produce plants that maintain seed yield and quality similar to the annual parent while inheriting the perennial lifestyle from the other parent [121]. Examples of perennial crops at different stages in the wide hybridization pipeline include wheat, sorghum, rice and barley [118].

The idea that agriculture needs to be more perennial is a dramatic departure from the way humans have grown most of their
cereal, oilseed, pulse and fibre crops in the last 10,000 years. And yet, as the previous section shows, the potential benefits for SOM accumulation, the prevention of soil erosion and nutrient leakage, water retention and biodiversity are well documented. As with natural ecosystems, perennial crops promise to accumulate higher levels of SOM than annual systems because they allocate comparatively more of their productivity to root growth [34]. But SOM accumulation does not happen quickly and is methodologically difficult to measure. In one study, researchers who attempted to measure increases in SOM under the perennial grain Kernza could not detect significant differences after four years since crop establishment [122]. In another study, researchers measured the carbon balance of a Kernza field over five years using eddy covariance observations and found an average net ecosystem carbon accumulation of 3.7 t ha$^{-1}$ yr$^{-1}$ [123]. These values include the Kernza plant biomass; a fraction of which will be converted to stable SOM. In addition to these shorter-term studies, a growing literature documents SOM accumulation rates on lands that have been converted from annual cropping to perennial grasslands or perennial cellulosic biofuel crops. These studies suggest soil carbon accumulation rates of 0.33–1.88 t ha$^{-1}$ yr$^{-1}$ [22]. These rates of soil carbon increase have been found to persist for one or two decades, and then gradually decline until no net carbon is sequestered after 50 years [22]. The wide range of soil carbon sequestration values reflects site-specific differences in soil texture, climate, vegetation composition, and degree of soil degradation experienced under agricultural management [17].

Compared to annual grains, perennials are expected to have lower water productivity, that is they will require more water per unit food produced because they transpire over a longer growing season and allocate less of their total photosynthate to seed [124]. However, as described earlier with reference to perennial grasslands, lower water productivity in perennial grains may be balanced by greater capture and utilization of total precipitation compared to annual cropping systems [78,79,82]. Moreover, continued improvement of seed allocation (or harvest index) through breeding will also improve on water productivity.

Intact perennial grasslands, which inform the design of perennial grain agroecosystems, are also extremely efficient at taking up nutrients such as nitrogen from both shallow and profound soil depths over a long growing season, which in temperate areas begins early in the spring and ends late in the fall [125–127]. This is partly explained by the uptake efficiency of perennial roots, and partly by the niche complementarity of diverse plant communities. Studies of nitrogen retention in diverse natural ecosystems and planted diversity experiments have found that plant
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Fig. 5. Institutions around the world working to develop diverse, perennial grain agroecosystems [14].
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communities that include different and complementary functional groups, will take up different forms of nitrogen from the soil profile at different times of the growing season [86,128]. Consistent with nutrient uptake patterns they also experience very low nutrient losses either via surface runoff or leaching through the soil profile [125–127]. This high degree of nutrient retention is one reason why grasslands can maintain high levels of productivity with very low nutrient inputs [129]. Even when grasslands experience the natural disturbances of fire or grazing, perennial plants re-grow with minimal disruption to nutrient uptake patterns [129]. Overall, water that leaves natural perennial grasslands is remarkably clean and free of nutrients [125–127]. Culman and colleagues at Michigan State University have confirmed that the same is true for at least one perennial grain crop. They compared the nitrogen retention of single species plantings of annual wheat and perennial wheatgrass or Kernza and found that once established, the perennial grain crop reduced total nitrate leaching by 86% compared to annual wheat [130]. The different uptake efficiencies of perennial wheatgrass compared to wheat make sense when the rooting systems of these two species are compared, as in Figure 6.

The other feature of natural ecosystems that many agree will improve agriculture is diversity. The idea of growing multiple crops species in close proximity is not new to agriculture, but has been largely forgotten in industrialized countries over the last century as mechanization and chemical inputs have made it possible and economically advantageous to grow large stands of individual crops. As our discussion above shows, greater crop diversity – both in species and varieties – are necessary at field, farm, and regional scales to eliminate dependence on synthetic pesticides and the ecosystem disservices they deliver [131]. Inter and intra specific diversity can play a critical role in helping to keep pest insects and diseases in check, and enhance productivity because resources such as sunlight, water, and nutrients are used more efficiently when species with different resource requirements grow together.

But the question of how much diversity and of what type is salient in the design of a resilient natural systems agriculture. A significant difference between annual and perennial cropping systems is that disease and insect cycles can be disrupted in the former by deploying diversity through rotations [132]. When a farmer replaces wheat with canola in a rotation, the populations of pest organisms that favour wheat are reduced [133]. Since it is not possible to disrupt a pest organism by removing its host in a perennial system, diversity needs to be deployed both within fields and across broader landscapes. For example, the deployment of varietal diversity can help maintain the efficacy of natural or introduced pest resistance genes [134]. Zhu found in the Yunnan Province of China that when a susceptible rice strain was grown in diverse mixtures with more resistant varieties of the same species, the proportion of plants affected by the panicle blast fungus (Magnaporthe grisea) was reduced to 1.2% compared to 20% in a single variety monoculture [135]. The work of designing polycultures will never be complete as pest organisms are always evolving to overcome barriers that restrict their reproductive success, but diversity can potentially slow down evolution to a manageable rate. With carefully designed polyculture systems, agriculture should be able to capture the benefits of diversity seen in nature (Figure 7).

The modeling of agriculture on diverse, perennial ecosystems has also potential climate benefits. Industrial agriculture and the production of agricultural inputs are important sources of greenhouse gas emissions, both in terms of CO₂ from fossil fuel combustion, and non-CO₂ emissions from, for example, agricultural soils (nitrous oxide) or enteric fermentation in livestock farming (methane). These various emission sources are together responsible for approximately 11–13% of global greenhouse gas emissions [136]. Agricultural systems that more closely resemble natural ecosystems would be expected to decrease the greenhouse gas emissions of industrial agriculture by reducing the need for tillage hence the need for heavy machinery and energy inputs, and by replacing energy-expensive inputs such as synthetic nitrogen fertilizers with ecological processes such as biological nitrogen fixation [137,138].

Moreover, perennial crops could confer significant adaptation benefits in the face of a more unpredictable and extreme climate as well. Climate change is set to bring new pests and diseases, increased flooding, droughts and heat waves, all of which may impact yields and profits [139]. Major staple crops including wheat, maize and rice will be damaged by climate change [140–142]. Already now, at 1 °C of warming, global wheat yields are estimated to have declined by 4.1 to 6.4% [141]. A transition to staple crops that are more effective users of nutrients and water and therefore potentially more resilient in the face of extreme weather makes a lot of sense in this context.

4. Challenges and barriers to the transition

Progress towards diverse perennial agricultural systems holds significant potential to move agricultural practices from a system that delivers an unsustainable set of ecosystem disservices, to one that delivers many of the essential services that natural ecosystems provide. What, then, does it take to achieve this radical vision for the future of agriculture? To round off our review we briefly consider the various challenges that need to be overcome, the future research that is required, and the potential tradeoffs and shortcomings of perennial systems that might interfere with their adoption. While our discussion here is by no means exhaustive, we hope it lays out some useful ideas for future research.

Some of the more immediate challenges have to do with continued advances in plant breeding. While a natural systems-inspired agriculture based on diverse perennial grains promises improvement in delivering many ecosystem services, unless it also delivers the provisioning ecosystem service of adequate food production currently provided by annual grains to meet humanity’s needs, this new agricultural model will likely be confined to a niche market. Modern annual grains were developed over thousands of years, first through selection by farmers (mass selection), and in the last century through intensive scientific breeding methods (e.g. synthetic line production) [143,144].

In contrast to the long history of breeding annual grains, the process of breeding perennial grain species has only just begun. From a theoretical point of view, it has been argued that perennial grasses cannot be domesticated because they do not allocate sufficient energy for the development of large seeds [117,145]. While trade-offs do exist in allocation patterns of agricultural plant species, experience in modern plant breeding has demonstrated repeatedly that negatively correlated traits such as seed yield and longevity can be improved simultaneously through artificial selection [146–148]. An arguably more serious barrier is that domestication and breeding of perennial grains is at odds with the interest of the private seed industry, and there has been a dramatic shift from public to private plant breeding since the 1980s [149]. As an illustration of this shift in the USA, from 1990–1994 there was a decrease of 2.5 scientists per year in public plant
breeding while there was an increase of 32 scientists per year during the same period in private plant breeding [150].

Work on breeding perennial wheat by hybridizing annual wheat with a related perennial was initiated in multiple countries in the 20th century, but progress was slow and projects were often suspended for periods of time [151]. Multiple new perennial grain breeding initiatives have been launched since 1990 [120], and today, greater momentum exists in perennial grain development than ever before. Part of the recent momentum can be attributed to the expansion of the modern plant breeder’s toolkit using advancements in molecular biology and genomics [152]. For the first time, it is technologically feasible and financially affordable to utilize information from plant DNA to complement the measurement of physical traits such as seed yield or shattering to accelerate breeding progress (e.g. [153]). To our knowledge, no research groups have in the past or are currently working to achieve perennialism in a grain crop using transgenic technologies, however molecular tools are proving to be extremely useful to improve the efficacy of traditional plant breeding methods [152]. Even with advances in plant breeding however, it will take decades of consistent effort to create crops that approach the yields per hectare provided by existing elite annual crops. And yet, as has been shown with almost every human technological advancement, progress is to a certain extent proportional to the financial and human resources dedicated to the challenge. Significant yield improvements in perennial grains such as Kernza are entirely feasible, and ongoing work towards that goal would be significantly advanced by making this research agenda a political and scientific priority. In the absence of interest from commercial plant breeders, perennial grain development will need to rely on alternative sources of funding and be innovative in the pursuit of low-budget approaches. Participatory Plant Breeding (PPB) could in this context provide a useful complement to the efforts of professional breeders [154–157]. Long-term experience (30 years) from Portugal show that farmer selection can be as effective as breeder selection in developing particular traits of maize [158].

Secondly, our review highlights the indisputable importance of ecosystem diversity. But how much diversity is needed to achieve the ecosystem services provided by grasslands, forests or savannas? A perennial system based on monoculture (or even intercropped) fields of Kernza is clearly less diverse than almost all natural ecosystems. Ecologists are in general agreement that functional group diversity is a better metric than species diversity in explaining diversity effects on productivity [159,160]. For example, in analyzing why more diverse plots at Cedar Creek biodiversity experiment in Minnesota achieved higher productivity, DeHaan and colleagues found that the higher diversity plots were more likely to contain legumes in general, and one legume in particular (*Trifolium pretense*). In other words, the presence or absence of legumes, not species richness, explained variation in productivity [89]. However, a natural systems-inspired agriculture as described in this paper will need to achieve more than productivity to be sustainable. A simple two species intercrop covering large landscapes will predictably succumb to insect and disease pressure, and may not fully utilize the resources of nutrients, water and sunlight. As perennial proto-crops move through the breeding pipeline, ecologists can begin experimenting with the ‘works in progress’ to get a head start on determining how much crop diversity is appropriate for a given region, and in what landscape configurations diversity should be deployed. How much wild diversity should exist in agricultural regions? While just an initial step, early work with the Kernza-lucerne bi-culture will enrich our understanding of how perennial crop species interact over years, and how changes in soil physical and biological properties feedback to influence long-term ecosystem productivity [2].

Thirdly, and no less importantly, the challenges in bringing about the perennial vision we have outlined here are also profoundly social, economic and political. How agriculture is organized and governed is highly consequential for the relation it maintains to the natural environment and its sustainability more generally. The far-reaching environmental impacts of the current agricultural model, for example, are directly linked to profound transformations over the past decades in how farming is practiced. William Cochrane in this context speaks of an ‘agricultural treadmill’ to refer to a self-reinforcing cycle of technological change, which increases the efficiency of agricultural inputs and machinery and suppresses food prices (and farmer income), in
turn leading to an impetus to increase farm sizes (corresponding to economic concentration in the farming sector) and further technological innovation [161] (Figure 8).

This process implies that a minority of early non-risk-averse adopters reap the benefits of new agricultural technologies, while the majority of farmers are forced to adopt in order to reduce their costs under increasing competition and falling prices. As an illustration, the majority of small farms in the USA, approximately 90% of all farms, had negative profits in 2016, in sharp contrast to the 3% of large and very large farms [162].

Mechanization and the pursuit of low-cost chemical substitutes to more labour-intensive practices (e.g. for weeding) are also the main drivers behind many of the ecosystem disservices outlined above. Economic consolidation and the relentless pursuit of economic efficiency in this way has had combined consequences for the environment and for the social fabric of rural societies. The effect of the economic consolidation of the seed industry (which to a large extent is the same as the pesticide industry) is shown in the diagram below by the steep increase of relative prices of seeds (Figure 9). Economically, perennial crops would have the potential to reduce the need for external inputs, particularly seeds, machinery, and fuel, and hence provide a viable alternative for farmers.

Conceivably then, an agricultural system relying on a radically different agroecological approach will need to also be organized in radically different social and economic ways [163]. In other words, what is required is a food production system that is not only more environmentally sustainable, but that also re-values farming as a crucially important social and environmental service and therewith brings renewed employment opportunities to the sector. More interdisciplinary research that takes on these interlinked socio-economic and ecological dimensions will help inform the policies and socio-economic organization of agriculture that is most conducive to a biodiverse and perennial food provisioning system.

Finally, more research is needed on the process of transition itself, to help understand the inertia of ingrained practices and institutions, the political and economic stakes involved in perpetuating the current agricultural model, and the opportunities for confronting them. Notably, the transition to perennial polycultures would be a goal-oriented transition, rather than an emergent one [164]. As with similar radical innovations, this implies that it may not offer immediate user benefits, and that perennial crops may not match the price/performance of monoculture annual practices. The profound social and institutional changes that will be required to make them viable and to ensure the ultimate replacement of annual monocultures are therefore unlikely to come about without political engagement. The successes and failures of the ongoing energy transition can offer important lessons in this respect. As with renewable energy, governments could use a combination of legal and financial instruments to bring about an agricultural transition. Current agricultural subsidy mechanisms could be replaced with targeted agro-environmental incentives [165], and financial support structures created to facilitate the conversion of farms from annual to perennial cropping, as already exists in Europe for the conversion to organic production [166]. Such financial mechanisms would be important in compensating for the economic disadvantage of growing lower-yielding perennial crops, certainly in the beginning. That being said, the tardiness of these regulatory efforts in the case of the energy transition, and the urgency of the problem, may warrant more direct political interventions to ban certain practices or substances and stipulate the use of others, so as to quickly move agriculture in a more sustainable direction. This should be accompanied by efforts to increase transparency in the food production system and the reduction of business influence in agricultural policy making [165]. There are ample opportunities for governments to improve the social and economic attractiveness of perennial crops, making this mostly a question of political will. The necessity to reduce the environmental impacts of agriculture may ultimately drive such policy changes in favour of perennial grains. The rapid increase in pest resistance, particularly herbicides [66], may become a strong trigger in combination with the increasing awareness of potential health hazards of...
Similarly, the ambitious target of limiting global warming to between 1.5 and 2.0 °C has put focus on the need and potential for soil carbon sequestration, where perennial grains hold substantial promise. Emission reduction efforts in agriculture will also need to focus on ruminant livestock products (meat and dairy). Kernza could become an important crop in this context by allowing integrated crop and livestock production with lower net greenhouse gas emissions than conventional annual fodder plants.

Inevitably, these changes will involve political and economic power struggles, and they are certain to be resisted by vested interests. The agriculture and food sector is dominated by large firms that thrive on the current agricultural model and that have significant political power and a strong advantage over pioneers and niche innovations. Documents released in relation to litigation against Monsanto about glyphosate (Roundup) causing cancer reveal how far the industry is prepared to go in defending their products. Understanding these dynamics will be crucial for formulating strategies and pathways towards a perennial and biodiverse agricultural future.

Despite these challenges, several conditions and trends are favourable for a transition to perennial grains. For farm economics perennial grains hold an important promise, namely the potential to significantly reduce the expenses for external agricultural inputs such as seeds, herbicides, synthetic fertilizers, fuel, and labour, representing approximately 50% of all farm expenses. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 9, there is a growing gap between the relative prices of produce and agricultural inputs which increases the relevance of adopting perennial grains.

Fig. 8. Graphic representation of the Agricultural Treadmill based on the concept introduced by William Cochran in 1958.

Fig. 9. Diagram showing the relative value of food grains produced in the USA since 1980 in relation to the relative prices of agricultural inputs. Data are in real USD (2017). Source: USDA Economic Research Service, farm income and wealth statistics.
Organic agriculture, of which perennial grains can be considered a radical form, is growing rapidly worldwide both in terms of acreage, sales, and market shares [165]. Data from a recent global survey show that from 1999 to 2016 the area under organic agriculture increased five times, from 11 to 58 mha, with the strongest growth after 2012. The global market for organic food increased by 10% in 2016 with Europe and North America as the main engines of growth. In some European countries (notably France and Ireland), the market for organic products increased by 20% or more in 2016, and the market share in several countries is approaching 10% [175]. We see no reason to assume that perennial agriculture could not achieve something similar. Indeed, given how organic farmers are presumably more inclined to appreciate the merits of perennial grains than conventional farmers, the transition to perennial agriculture could conceivably begin within the growing organic food movement.

5. Concluding remarks

Humans have become reliant on a food-producing ecosystem that is not sustainable. It is not sustainable because it commonly loses soil faster than it is formed, it loses SOM, it leaks nutrients and other chemicals that pollute water bodies, it invites weeds, pest insects and diseases, it threatens pollinators, and it now relies on vast expenditures of fossil fuels to maintain production. In general, native ecosystems do not have or cause these problems. As Pimentel and Pimentel suggest, if our agriculture could be designed to function more like natural ecosystems, then it would be easier to maintain, more ecologically sound and sustainable [9]. These ideas have been voiced by Wes Jackson, the co-founder of The Land Institute, since 1980 when he wrote ‘New roots for agriculture’. We have argued here that the two greatest obstacles standing in the way of a more natural systems-inspired agriculture, are the existence of perennial crops, and knowledge on how to assemble and maintain a wide diversity of perennial crops on the landscape. Work on developing perennial grain crops is receiving considerable attention [118,120], but projects take decades to bring to fruition, and more participants are needed to develop perennial crops suitable for the many cultures and geographic settings around the world. One possibility worthy of consideration would be the establishment of a new Consortium of International Agricultural Research Centers (CGIAR; formerly known as Consultative Group for International Agricultural Research) centre for the development of biome-specific perennial polycultures. Such a centre could build on efforts of existing centres such as the World Agroforestry Centre (ICRAF) and the International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-arid Tropics (ICRISAT), and could help orchestrate global efforts in plant breeding and agronomy as well as social and economic strategies for uptake and adoption.

It is clearly necessary to make this transition. We suggest that humans now also have the capacity to do so. Agricultural landscapes could be redesigned to nourish a growing population in a warmer world, while stewarding the soil and the diversity of plants and animals that sustain us. Agriculture could provide meaningful jobs in a solar-based and circular economy while revitalizing rural communities and re-valuing the important work that farmers do for society. It could reduce soil disturbances and degradation, retain nutrients and therefore restore and maintain the ecological integrity of agricultural lands. It could rely on the use of agrochemicals – fertilizers, herbicides and pesticides – only in exceptional cases rather than as normal practice. It could be based on crop diversity in space and time and on the cultivation of hardy and resilient perennial species, reducing the risks associated with extreme weather events and pest infestations. This would not only protect ecosystems from soil erosion and environmental pollution, it would contribute to climate change mitigation through decreased agricultural inputs and increases in soil carbon sequestration. All of this is an entirely feasible vision of the future. Granted, it will be a tall order, requiring social, economic and political changes as well a technological ones, but it is a future we can choose.
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